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Hot-ato m mechanis m in photodesorptio n of molecula r oxygen
fro m a steppe d platinu m „113… surface

M. Sano, Y. Ohno, T. Yamanaka, T. Matsushima, E. B. Quinay,a) and K. Jacobib)

Graduate School of Environmental Earth Science and Catalysis Research Center, Hokkaido University,
Sapporo 060-0811 Japan

~Received 6 October 1997; accepted 20 March 1998!

The photodesorption of oxygen admolecules was studied on a stepped Pt(113)5(s)2(111)
3(001) surface with 193 nm irradiation at 110 K. Multidirectional desorptions were found to
collimate at 612–20° and 645–49° off the surface normal and also along the surface normal in
a plane along the trough. The first component is always dominant, and the weak second component
only appears at higher oxygen coverages. The normally directed desorption is not significant. The
translational energy of desorbing O2 peaks around 15–20° and 50°, confirming the inclined
desorptions. It is proposed that these inclined components are due to the desorption induced by the
impact of oxygen admolecules with hot oxygen atoms from the photodissociation of adsorbed
molecular oxygen, emitted along the trough. A simple cosine distribution was found to fit the
thermal desorption from oxygen admolecules and also the recombinative desorption of oxygen
adatoms. The 193 nm irradiation also produces additional, less tightly bound oxygen adatoms,
which yield a desorption component collimated at 15° from the surface normal in the step-down
direction. © 1998 American Institute of Physics. @S0021-9606~98!02024-8#

I. INTRODUCTION

Surface hot-atoms play an important role in the desorp-
tion of coadsorbed species and also in the combinative pro-
cesses triggered by several photoinduced reactions.1–6 This
paper is the first to report on photodesorption of oxygen
admolecules on a stepped Pt(113)5(s)2(111)3(001) sur-
face. It delivers ample evidence that the dynamic behavior of
hot-atoms can be readily studied on this stepped surface.

The presence of oxygen hot-atoms has been confirmed in
stimulated desorptions of coadsorbed species, such as O2 on
Ag~110!7 and noble gases on Pt~111!,8 and also by studies
observing the distribution of thermal- and photolytic-
dissociation fragments of oxygen admolecules on Pt~111!
with scanning tunneling microscopy ~STM!.9,10 The hot-
atoms are believed to be emitted parallel to the surface plane
because oxygen admolecules are chemisorbed with their axes
parallel to the platinum surface plane, except for high cover-
ages below 100 K.11–15 However, the dynamic behavior of
this species is not well understood because its interaction
direction is highly variable on the flat surface. Only a tiny O2

desorption component stimulated by hot oxygen atoms has
been found on Ag~110! around 45° off the normal direction
in a plane in the @11̄0# direction. Indeed, most of the photo-
desorption is collimated along the surface normal. Another
inclined O2 desorption, observed on Pd~111! at the angle of
50–60°, may be due to hot-atoms, but it was explained by a
simple photodissociation process of inclined superoxo
species.16,17 On Pt~111!, the desorption of coadsorbed noble

gases is sharply inclined into the off-normal at around 35°,
whereas the photodesorption of O2 itself and also of the
product CO2 is sharply collimated along the surface
normal.4,18Thus, at least two desorption channels, one stimu-
lated by hot-atoms and the other without them, seem opera-
tive.

Velocity distribution curves of desorbing O2 frequently
involved two components, one with ahigh translational tem-
perature and the other in a Maxwellian form at the surface
temperature. The former was explained by an Antoniewicz
repulsive desorption.19 The latter is due to thermal desorp-
tion of O2 during its photoconversion into a physisorption
state or site conversion.3,20 Their contributions depend on the
wavelength and the amount of oxygen adatoms accumu-
lated.21–23 The translational temperature of desorbing O2

peaks around the collimation angle, but does not decrease
quickly as the angle shifts from this position. It is sometimes
much higher than the surface temperature even when the flux
distribution approaches a cosine form.3,7,20 These variations
are in contrast with those in the recombinative and repulsive
desorption seen in thermal reactions.24–26 This suggests that
several desorption channels are operative in the photoin-
duced processes.

The desorption induced by the impact of hot-atoms can
be expected to be enhanced in a plane along the molecular
axis because the atoms are emitted in this direction. Thus,
the present surface ~see Fig. 1! provides a geometry suitable
for examining the momentum transfer into desorbing mol-
ecules because its oxygen admolecules lie mostly along the
trough.27 It is a surface where photons induce a reaction
between CO and O2. The two-directional desorption of the
product CO2 was found to be collimated in a plane along the
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trough.5 The emission of oxygen hot-atoms was well con-
trolled along the surface trough at low coverage. The oxygen
photodesorption was also split into several components in-
clined in a plane along the trough.

Excitation mechanisms of oxygen admolecules yielding
hot-atoms have been examined by the light polarization de-
pendence of desorption and dissociation yields. The results
are fairly consistent with a photoexcited carrier
mechanism.28–30 The desorption yield is nonlinearly en-
hanced with increasing light fluence by a femtosecond-
pulsed laser.31–33 However, no difference has been found in
the dynamics of the resultant hot-atoms.

II. EXPERIMENTS

The experimental apparatus consisted of a reaction
chamber, a slit chamber, and an analyzer chamber.34 These
were separately evacuated by individual ion pumps. The base
pressure was 1310210 Torr. The reaction chamber had low
energy electron diffraction ~LEED!—Auger electron spec-
troscopy ~AES! optics, an Ar1 gun, a quadrupole mass spec-
trometer, and a gas handling system. The second chamber
had a slit on each end. The angle of 2.3° was estimated for a
resolution of the acceptance of a second mass spectrometer
in the analyzer chamber. The distance from the ionizer of
this mass spectrometer to the sample surface at the center of
the reaction chamber measured 135 mm. This value was
used in calculating the velocity of desorbing species.

A Pt~113! crystal in a disk-shaped slice
~10 mm diameter31 mm thickness, supplied by MaTeck,
Germany! was rotated in the reaction chamber to change the
desorption angle,u ~polar angle!. It was cleaned in the stan-
dard cleaning procedure.34 The irradiation incidence was
fixed at 38° against the axis of the mass spectrometer in the
analyzer. The angle of irradiation incidence was concomi-
tantly scanned against the surface plane with the desorption
angle. The angle of incidence was limited to between 240°
and 140° from the bulk surface normal, a range in which
the quantum yield of the photodesorption and dissociation
was insensitive.28 The clean surface was exposed to 16O2 at
110 K. A nonpolarized ArF laser beam ~with a pulse duration
of about 16 ns and a fluence of 2 mJ/cm2 or 1.931015

photons/pulse! was incident at 5 Hz on the crystal for 6 min
in each run. The transient surface temperature rise was esti-

mated to be below 8 K. No thermal effect is believed to have
influenced the O2 desorption and dissociation. The signal due
to desorbed16O2 was monitored in angle-resolved form by
the mass spectrometer in the analyzer chamber in both pho-
tolytic and post-irradiation thermal desorption experiments,
and stored in a multichannel scaler ~MCS! controlled by a
personal computer ~PC!. The MCS scan and the laser shot
were sequentially triggered with adelay pulse generator. The
laser power was adjusted while the angle of irradiation inci-
dence was varied so that the flow of photons onto the surface
could be kept constant. The surface was flashed to 1000 K
after each run. The coverage of oxygen, QO2

, was deter-
mined by thermal desorption spectroscopy ~TDS! in angle-
integrated form by using the mass spectrometer in the reac-
tion chamber.35 The coverage was defined as 1 ML when
every Pt atom in the first two layers ~see Fig. 1! is occupied
by an adspecies.

III. RESULTS

A. Photodesorptio n and dissociation

Cross sections for the photodesorption were estimated
from post-irradiation TDS and also from the decay of the
photodesorption intensity in the surface normal direction.
Both showed a first-order process and yielded about 2 –8
310219 cm2. This cross section is reasonable, as compared
with 6310220 cm2 at 308 nm and 3310219 cm2 at 240 nm
on Pt~111!, because it is consistent with the pattern of in-
creasing value with decreasing wavelength.18,36

Typical TDS spectra of oxygen are shown in Fig. 2. The
surface was saturated by 1.2 L (Langmuir5131026 Torr s)
oxygen exposure at 110 K and heated at a rate of 3 K/s
below 273 K and 10 K/s above it, before and after laser
irradiation. The desorption from the molecular adsorption
(a-O2) peaks in the range of 160–250 K. It consists of three
peaks,a1-O2 at 220,a2-O2 around 185, anda3-O2 at 160 K
as reported previously.27 The latter was dominant at satura-
tion and its peak area decreased to about 15% of the initial

FIG. 1. Structure of the Pt~113! surface and orientation of oxygen admol-
ecules. O2 ~a! is oriented in the trough direction as indicated by A and B.
Admolecule A emits hot oxygen atom H that collides with B. The number is
in angstrom.

FIG. 2. TDS spectra of ~a! a-O2 andb-O2 at saturation and ~b! after 193
nm irradiation.
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value after 6 min irradiation. Desorption above 600 K
(b-O2), due to the recombination of oxygen adatoms, was
accompanied by an additional peak (b* -O2) around 680 K
after irradiation. This new peak was observed only above
QO2

50.36. The increment due to this peak reached about

60% of b-O2 at saturation. No increase beyond the satura-
tion level was found in b-O2, even after irradiation.

Oxygen in the b* state was examined by isotope tracer
and the angular distribution of the desorption in post-
irradiation TDS. It was differentiated from the oxygen ada-
toms produced by the thermal dissociation of admolecules.
The isotope18O was highly enriched in the b* state when
the surface covered by 16O(a) and18O2(a) was irradiated at
193 nm. The 18O fraction during the subsequent TDS proce-
dures decreased almost linearly with increasing surface tem-
perature. This indicates that the exchange of oxygen is not
fast between the b andb* states. For any given18O to 16O
ratio, the isotope distribution of O2 was random.

The angular distributions of oxygen in the above ther-
mally activated desorption processes are summarized in Fig.
3. The a-O2 desorption always showed a simple cosine dis-
tribution in both planes along the trough and perpendicular to
it, consistent with a high adsorption probability into the ad-
molecular states.25,37A cosinedistribution was also found for
theb-O2 desorption with and without irradiation @Fig. 3~b!#.
On the other hand, the desorption of oxygen in the b* state
showed a somewhat sharp distribution collimated at 15° off
the normal in the step-down direction as cos2(u115). This
desorption, which is collimated closely along the ~001! step
normal, suggests that oxygen adatoms produced by irradia-
tion are accumulated on the step sites.

B. Angula r distributio n in photodesorption

The photodesorption flux of O2 was determined from
time-of-flight ~TOF! spectra by considering its velocity. The
angular distribution of this flux depended on both the crystal
azimuth and the oxygen coverage. Figure 4~a! shows the
angular distributions in a plane along the step edge at low
coverages. The measurements were performed only in a
positive angle range because of the symmetric surface struc-
ture with respect to the surface normal in this direction ~Fig.
1!. The ordinate represents the flux normalized to that in the
normal direction at saturation (QO2

50.66). The desorption
is collimated around 20° off the surface normal at QO2

50.08. The collimation angle shifted somewhat toward the
normal direction with an increase in coverage. Desorption at
QO2

50.11 is collimated aroundu515°. The solid curves in
Fig. 4~a! show the single-power cosine functions that best fit
the data points. The function of $cos(u220)%2162 is suitable
for the distribution at QO2

50.08, and the form of $cos(u
215)%3163 is fitted with the data at QO2

50.11. On the other
hand, the desorption at high coverage is apparently colli-
mated along the surface normal as shown in Fig. 4~b!. In this
case, a single-power function of cosine of the desorption
angle could not be fitted to the experimental results at QO2

50.66. While a single-power function of cosu can be ap-

FIG. 3. Angular distributions of ~a! a-O2 desorption, and of ~b! b-O2 and
b* -O2 desorption in a plane perpendicular to the trough.

FIG. 4. Angular distributions of oxygen desorbed by 193 nm irradiation in
a plane along the trough at various coverages. The solid curves indicate
desorption components after a typical deconvolution. The dotted curves
show the total flux as the sum of each component ~see the text!. The distri-
bution for the negative angle range was also drawn at QO2

50.36.
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plied initially , another component sharply collimated at u
545° must be invoked for the remaining flux. This largely
inclined desorption is similar to the results yielded by
Pd~111! and Ag~110!.7,16,17 This component became clearer
at intermediate coverages. The results at QO2

50.36 are
shown in Fig. 4~c!, where the desorption collimated around
49° is clearly seen. An additional oxygen desorption feature
that is detected aroundu515– 20° is also evident.

The angular distribution became simple when the de-
sorption angle was varied in a plane perpendicular to the step
edge. The desorption is mostly collimated along the surface
normal in a wide coverage range. The desorption was in a
cos6–7 u form below QO2

50.36. Above this level, it became
broad and asmall shoulder was found around 122° close to
the ~111! terrace normal at 129.5°, and asmaller bump was
observed around 225°, close to the ~001! step normal. The
distributions for QO2

50.11 and 0.66 are shown in Fig. 5~a!.

C. Velocit y distribution

Velocity measurements of desorbing oxygen were per-
formed to confirm that the above multidirectional desorp-
tions occurred in a plane along the trough. The translational
energy was maximized in this plane and its desorption angle
dependence was sensitive to the crystal azimuth.

The velocity distribution curves broadened slightly in
the course of irradiation, in away enhancing higher velocity
components. This might be caused by the oxygen adatoms
produced.23 The translational temperature (T^E&), defined as
the mean translational energy divided by 2k ~k is the Boltz-
mann constant!, was plotted as afunction of desorption angle
in a plane perpendicular to the trough in Fig. 5~b!. Two
maxima were found in the angle dependence of the energy at
QO2

50.66, in the normal direction and aroundu5250° ~in
the step-down direction!. No peak was found around the
~111! terrace and ~001! step normals. The velocity distribu-
tion curves for u50° and250° became broad and indicated
enhanced higher velocity components, as shown by the
downward arrow in the upper panel of Fig. 6. For easier
viewing, the curve shape at u5230° was inserted as a solid
line. The peak positions of the main component and the slow
component were also indicated by arrows. Another desorp-
tion component in aMaxwellian form at the surface tempera-
ture ~shown by the broken curves! became noticeable at large
desorption angles, indicating the presence of a diffuse distri-
bution in small amounts. In the end, at least three desorption
components must be considered in this direction at high cov-

FIG. 5. ~a! Angular distributions of oxygen desorbed by 193 nm irradiation
in aplane perpendicular to the trough. The flux is normalized to the value in
the normal direction for each case. The actual flux at QO2

50.11 was about
one ninth of the value at saturation. ~b! Variation of the translational energy
of desorbing oxygen and the normalized speed ratio with desorption angles.

FIG. 6. Velocity distributions of desorbing oxygen at various desorption
angles in a plane perpendicular to the trough. The negative sign indicates
desorption in the step-down direction. The mean translational energy is
shown in parentheses. A Maxwellian distribution at the surface temperature
is drawn by the broken curves in the upper and bottom panels. The curve
shape for u5230° was inserted in the upper panel for comparison, and also
the curve shape for u5150° is shown in the panel atu5120°. The down-
ward arrows indicate the peak positions.
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erages. However, the velocity curves were not successfully
deconvoluted into these components.

The distribution curve was always broad as compared to
a Maxwellian form. The normalized speed ratio is defined as
(^v2&/^v&221)1/2/(32/9p21)1/2, where v is the velocity of
the molecule, ^v& is the mean velocity, and ^v2& is the mean
square velocity. It is unity when the distribution is in aMax-
wellian form. The observed value stayed between 1.15 and
1.20 at u5150° –225°, as shown in Fig. 5~b!. On the other
hand, the speed ratio increased steeply from 1.2 to 1.4 as the
desorption angle decreased from u5225° to u5250°.
This suggests an enhanced contribution from a desorption
component with high velocities collimated around 250°.
The flux due to this component, however, must be small
because its contribution was hardly noticed in the angular
distribution. It should be noted that this collimation angle
closely parallels the terrace plane. In the range of 120–
150°, on the other hand, the translational energy decreased
steeply with increasing desorption angle, suggesting a fast
energy dissipation mechanism at large angles in the step-up
direction.

The angle dependence of the energy is simple in aplane
along the trough, as shown in Fig. 7~a!. The translational
energy showed a maximum around 20° throughout a wide
range of coverages. Additionally, a second maximum was
found at around 50° for QO2

50.36. These maxima are con-
sistent with the collimation of the inclined desorptions in this
plane. It should be noticed that the energy was generally
higher than that perpendicular to the trough. This also sup-
ports that the desorption is collimated in this plane. Further-
more, the energy at saturation was less than that at lower
coverages, suggesting an energy dissipation by collisions
with admolecules.

An attempt to deconvolute the velocity distributions into
components was again not successful, despite the fact that
the curves were always broad and hinted at the presence of

three components. The observed speed ratio was rather con-
stant around 1.2 at saturation over a wide range of angles, as
shown in Fig. 7~b!. At QO2

50.36, the value increased from
unity in the normal direction to 1.14 at u550°. Typical ve-
locity distributions at QO2

50.36 in a plane along the trough
are summarized in Fig. 8. The distribution curve at u50°
showed a sharp decay of the signal in the velocity region
above the maximum. This curve can not be simulated by any
single modified Maxwellian form. For a comparison, the
curve shape at u50° was inserted into the second panel for
u520°. An enhancement of the signal is seen in velocities
above the maximum position, as indicated by the downward
arrow. The signal above the maximum decreased once
aroundu5140°, after which it again increased aroundu
5150°. This is consistent with the presence of the desorp-
tion components collimated around this angle. The slow
component below the maximum was enhanced at large de-
sorption angles.

IV. DISCUSSION

A. Desorptio n channels

Under ultraviolet irradiation, chemisorbed oxygen mol-
ecules undergo photodesorption, photodissociation, and also
sometimes photorearrangements.38–40 Al l these processes are
usually believed to result from the transient capture of a pho-

FIG. 7. Variations in ~a! the translational energy and ~b! the normalized
speed ratio at different coverages with desorption angles in a plane along the
trough.

FIG. 8. Velocity distributions of oxygen at various desorption angles in a
plane along the trough. The translational energy is shown in parentheses.
The curve shape for u50° was inserted in the second, fourth, and fifth
panels for comparison. The arrows show the peak position of each compo-
nent.
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toexcited substrate electron into the unfilled 3su* orbital of
the admolecule. This short-lived O2

2(a) dissociates, or is
moved toward the surface by the image force and then neu-
tralized. The resultant neutral O2 wil l receive a repulsive
force in close proximity to the metal surface. This may result
in a translationally and vibrationally excited neutral mol-
ecule, which can desorb or dissociate.

In this Antoniewicz bounce mechanism, the desorption
must be collimated along the normal direction of the adsorp-
tion site because the repulsive force due to the Pauli repul-
sion is exerted toward the neutral O2 from the surface. In
fact, the O2 photodesorption is mostly collimated along the
bulk surface normal on the flat surfaces of Pt~111!, Ag~110!,
and Pd~111!.3,7,20 However, the translational temperature
does not decrease quickly toward the surface value with in-
creasing desorption angle. There must, therefore, be a
mechanism whereby the repulsive force is operative along
the inclined direction. Such inclined desorption can be con-
centrated on the present surface into a plane along the
trough. The desorption flux and the translational energy
show two maxima in their angle dependence in this plane in
the positive angle range, confirming the inclined desorptions.
Furthermore, no maximum in translational energy is found in
the normal direction. Thus, the normally directed compo-
nent, if present at all, is not significant and its energy is
substantially less than that of the inclined component.

A result of the symmetry of this surface and the presence
of these inclined desorption components is that the desorp-
tion is split in a multidirectional way collimated at 612–20°
and 645–49° in a plane along the trough. These off-normal
desorptions can be reasonably expected on the present sur-
face because oxygen admolecules, which lie along the sur-
face plane and are oriented parallel to the step edges, emit
hot-atoms along their axes.27

B. Collimatio n angle

The collimation angle of the inclined desorption depends
on the coverage. The desorption is collimated around 20° at
QO2

50.08 and is shifted to 15° at QO2
50.11. This angle

continues to shift somewhat with increasing coverage. At
saturation, it was estimated to be 12° as shown below. The
best deconvolutions are shown by the solid curves in Figs.
4~b! and 4~c!. The deconvolution was performed under con-
ditions where each desorption component was approximated
by a single-power function of the cosine of the desorption
angle and is collimated around the angle where the transla-
tional energy is maximized. Only the two components colli-
mated at u515 and 49° are capable of simulating most of the
observed flux at QO2

50.36. The normally directed desorp-
tion contributes only in a small amount, as shown by the
solid curve in a form of cos9(u). The dotted curve in Fig. 4~c!
indicates the total flux calculated as 0.41 cos21~u215!10.41
cos21~u115!10.24 cos23~u249!10.24 cos23~u149!10.12
cos9(u). The drawing in the negative angle range~shown by
broken curves! is based on the surface symmetry. The dotted
curve in Fig. 4~a! was drawn as 0.15 cos31(u215)
10.15 cos31(u115).

On the other hand, a unique deconvolution was not suc-

cessful at saturation. Remaining flux at saturation after sub-
traction of a cos13(u245) component was fitted the sum of
two components of cos21(u212) and cos9(u) forms. The
results in Fig. 4~b! were obtained at the maximum contribu-
tion of the inclined component. The dotted line was drawn
as 0.61 cos21(u212)10.61 cos21(u112)10.3 cos13(u245)
10.3 cos13(u145)10.19 cos9(u). The inclined component
at u5612° may be somewhat overestimated.

A rather broad angular distribution was frequently re-
ported in the photodesorption of chemisorbed O2(a) on
Pt~111! and Pd~111!, although the average kinetic energy is
much higher than that expected from a Maxwellian distribu-
tion at the surface temperature.3,20 This broad distribution is
largely due to the contribution of the inclined components. In
fact, the distribution in a plane perpendicular to the trough is
sharp (cos6–7 u) at low coverage and confirms that the mul-
tidirectional desorption is limited in a plane along the trough.
At saturation, the distribution is broad, as approximated in a
cos3 u form. It should be compared with the sharper distri-
bution in a plane along the trough. This anisotropy is appar-
ently opposite in the repulsive desorption of the product CO2

since its distribution along the trough is always broader than
that perpendicular to it.26 This tends to support the notion
that the desorption in this case is not collimated along the
surface normal.

The above angular distribution is different from that of
the product CO2 in the photolytic CO oxidation, where the
CO2 desorption is sharply collimated to the ~111! terrace
normal, the ~001! step normal, and also the bulk surface nor-
mal at high O2 coverage.6,41 The translational energy of the
CO2 is much higher than that of O2. A different desorption
mechanism can therefore be expected in the CO photo-
oxidation.

C. Admolecul e participation

The orientation of oxygen admolecules was examined by
NEXAFS ~near-edge x-ray absorption fine structure! on
platinum surfaces with declining terraces, such as Pt~113!,27

Pt(110)(132),42 and Pt(133)5(s)3(111)3(111).43 On
these surfaces, oxygen admolecules are commonly oriented
along the trough at low coverages. Such molecules ~named
a12O2! have a rather high adsorption energy and are sup-
pressed completely by preadsorption of oxygen adatoms. At
higher coverages, other admolecules ~a22O2 and a32O2!
with lower adsorption energies still orient fairly along the
trough on Pt~113!. Recent STM work on Pt~111! shows that
O2 admolecules are located on bridge and face-centered-
cubic ~fcc! hollow sites at low coverages and also on bridge
sites of the upper terrace on ~111! micro-facets, but not on
steps with ~001! micro-facets.10 Thus, it is likely that a1

2O2 is on one of the fcc hollow sites which orients the
molecular axis parallel to the trough, as drawn in Fig. 1.
a22O2 anda32O2 may be distributed on a terrace close to
the trough, or neara12O2 on the upper terrace. Al l these
admolecules may contribute the Antoniewicz desorption col-
limated along the ~111! terrace normal. However, such de-
sorption was found at high coverages only as asmall shoul-
der aroundu5122° in the step-up direction.
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The photodesorption seems to be mostly induced by the
momentum transfer of hot-atoms emitted from oxygen ad-
molecules. The Antoniewicz desorption model does not ex-
plain the inclined components because the surface is rather
flat along the trough and no oriented facets are found. The
oxygen desorption through the collision channel is hardly
noticed on flat Pt~111! because admolecules are oriented in
several directions and hot-atoms are emitted in a wide range
of angles parallel to the surface plane.3

D. Hot-ato m energy

The maximum translational energy of O2 involved in
desorption by hot-atoms was estimated at around 1.0 eV
from maximum velocity of about 2.53105 cm/s. The energy
of hot-atoms must be partly used to break the O2–metal
bond. At low coverages, only a12O2 contributes to the de-
sorption. The dissociation energy of this bond is about 0.6
eV for a12O2.

27 The hot-atom can be expected to originally
have the lower bound energy of 1.6 eV. This value should be
compared with the energy of 0.73 eV estimated by Harrison3

for hot oxygen atoms on Pt~111! at 250 nm irradiation. The
value in the present case is higher, probably because of the
usage of a shorter wavelength irradiation.

E. Collisio n desorption

The presence of several collimation angles can be pre-
dicted in a qualitative way by a hard sphere inelastic colli-
sion as sketched in Fig. 9. The desorption of oxygen mol-
ecules should be collimated at the angle of u5cos21(b/d)
where b is the impact parameter and d is the collision
diameter.44 The latter is the sum of the radius of O2 and
oxygen hot-atoms and is roughly estimated as 2.1 Å.45

The impact parameter in this system would be small
when hot-atoms are emitted and collide with neighboring
oxygen admolecules, keeping the distance from the surface
constant ~head-on collision; b50!. The resultant desorption
should be collimated closely to the surface plane. However,
this is not the case in the plane along the trough. Neverthe-
less, the desorption aroundu5250° in the step-down direc-
tion may be explained in such a collision desorption, because
its collimation angle closely parallels the terrace plane, and
oxygen may be populated there at high coverages. In this
mechanism, oxygen admolecules emitting hot-atoms should
lie on the terrace and their axis should be considerably ro-
tated from the trough direction. Such oriented oxygen was
proposed by NEXAFS study27,43and recent STM work.10 Of

course, a simple photodesorption of inclined admolecules
can explain this desorption component when their axis ori-
ents at u5250°.16

The collimation angles of 12–20° and 45–49° require
impact parameters of b5;2.0 and ;1.4 Å . These values
are not unreasonable because the admolecule seems to be
located further from the surface,46 and oxygen adatoms are
0.85 Å above the platinum plane.47 This consideration sug-
gests that hot-atoms are moved toward the surface as well as
along the trough, as expected due to the attractive force
needed to yield a strong oxygen–metal bond ~about 3.7
eV!.48 At high coverage, collision with smaller impact pa-
rameters becomes possible because the distance between
neighboring admolecules becomes shorter and the resultant
desorption must be collimated at larger desorption angles.
This explains the component with the large impact parameter
in a wide coverage range and the other with the smaller only
at high coverages. For example, when the aligned molecules
form strings,10 the collimation at 45–49° may correspond to
the impact at the second nearest site and the other at the third
nearest site. Of course, the collimation angle would be de-
creased and the above impact parameters would be overesti-
mated when the repulsive force is operative toward O2, des-
orbing from the surface just after the breaking of the
O2–metal bond.

Poor energy transfer from a hot-atom to desorbing O2 is
expected in the above simple mechanism because heavy O2

moving along inclined directions can not efficiently receive
the kinetic energy during a single collision event, especially
at small collimation angles.44 However, the desorbing O2

held a high kinetic energy. This is reminiscent of noble gas-
ses desorbed by hot-atom collision on Pt~111!.3,4 Another
energy transfer channel may be invoked in this desorption
event, in which significant energy, except the kinetic form of
hot-atoms, is released probably in the subsequent oxygen–
metal bond formation. In fact, recent atom beam experiments
indicate that oxygen admolecules are repulsively desorbed
by supplying oxygen atoms onto the surface.21,49Rettner and
Lee proposed that the desorption may result from changes in
the local surface electronic structure due to the formation of
a new platinum–adatom bond, thus withdrawing charge from
molecular oxygen on the surface and leaving it high on the
repulsive potential. This may contribute to the shift of the
collimation angle toward the surface normal, and also en-
hance the kinetic energy of oxygen. The lower bound energy
of hot-atoms, estimated in the former section, may be over-
estimated when this mechanism works well.

V. SUMMARY

Photodesorption of oxygen admolecules was studied on
Pt~113! by using an ArF excimer laser. The results are sum-
marized as follows:

~1! Oxygen adatoms produced by photodissociation are
likely to accumulate at ~001! step sites at high coverage.

~2! A multidirectional desorption, collimated at 612–20°
and 645–49° off the surface normal, is found in a plane
along the trough. The normally directed component is
not significant.

FIG. 9. A hot-atom collision mechanism. The desorption is collimated along
different angles depending on the distance between adsorbates.
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~3! The inclined components are reasonably well explained
by collision-induced desorption with hot-atoms emitted
from oxygen admolecules oriented along the trough.
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